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Simplicial arrangements

A simplicial arrangement is a set of linear hyperplanes decomposing the space into simplicial cones. More generally, a Tits arrangement decomposes a certain convex cone into simplicial cones. So far, Tits arrangements appeared (at least) in the following areas of mathematics:

(1) The special case in which the arrangement is crystallographic (this is a strong integrality property, see [Cun11a], [CH15]) can be considered as an invariant of Hopf algebras which is also called a Weyl groupoid. In particular it may be used to classify the so-called Nichols algebras (see for example [Cun18]).

(2) Tits arrangements generalize Coxeter groups and thus preserve some of their properties (see [CMW17]). For example, the complexified complement of a simplicial arrangement is a $K(\pi,1)$-space (see [Del72]) and thus interesting from a topological point of view.

(3) Like reflection groups, simplicial arrangements produce interesting examples in the context of freeness of the module of derivations (see for example [BC12]). A counter example to the famous conjecture by Terao could be related to a simplicial arrangement.

(4) Simplicial arrangements of small rank play a role in the study of frieze patterns and thus of cluster algebras (see [Cun14]).

In my lecture I will report on old results as well as on recent progress, see for example [Cun11b], [Cun12], [CG15], [CM17], [CG17], [CMW17], [Cun18].
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Introduction to the combinatorics of Abelian arrangements

The combinatorial theory of arrangements of hyperplanes has blossomed since the ‘70s. Central at every turn in this development, from enumerative results about topological dissections to deep connections with topology, geometry, algebra and representation theory, is the notion of matroid.

Recently there has been an interest in studying Abelian arrangements - a class that contains arrangements in the torus and on products of elliptic curves, as well as arrangements of hyperplanes in vector spaces. This leads to the quest for a suitable combinatorial framework which could underpin and boost the general theory in as effective a way as matroids do in the case of hyperplanes.

In this minicourse I will introduce the basics of the combinatorial theory of hyperplane arrangements and discuss recent developments and open problems in the combinatorics of toric and elliptic arrangements, with a view towards a unified treatment.

Preparation:
Sections 2.1 and 2.3 of
P. Orlik, H. Terao: *Arrangements of Hyperplanes*, Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, 1992 can be a good foretaste or Chapter 2 of
Graham Denham (Western University)

Arrangements, matroids, and toric varieties

Some useful constructions for the study of complex hyperplane arrangements involve toric geometry in an intrinsic way, and this is closely related to the basic role hyperplane arrangements play in tropical geometry. The toric varieties that appear in this way can have interesting and nontrivial underlying combinatorics.

In these lectures, we will introduce and examine basic objects like the Bergman fan of a matroid. We will consider the corresponding geometry of wonderful compactifications. We will see that some aspects of the geometric picture survive beyond hyperplane arrangements in a purely combinatorial setting, such as the remarkable tropical Hodge theory of Adiprasito, Huh and Katz.

Students will not be assumed to have an in-depth background in the theory of hyperplane arrangements or toric varieties.
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Topology and Combinatorics of Arrangements

Lecture 1: Orlik-Solomon algebras and Tutte polynomials
In this lecture we establish the main properties of the Orlik-Solomon algebra of a complex hyperplane arrangement, using mainly combinatorial arguments along with a couple of elementary results from differential topology. We introduce the fundamental combinatorial invariant of an arrangement, its underlying matroid, and establish the isomorphism of the Orlik-Solomon algebra of the underlying matroid with the cohomology algebra of the complement, along with the identification of betti numbers of the complement with Whitney numbers of the second kind, the no-broken-circuit basis for the Orlik-Solomon algebra, and the formality of the complement.

Lecture 2: Resonance varieties, multinets, master functions
In this lecture we define the resonance varieties of a complex hyperplane arrangement, and prove the characterization of the degree-one resonance variety via neighborly partitions. We will explain the connection with pencils of curves, nets and multinets, critical loci of products of linear forms, and illustrate with several classical examples.

Lecture 3: Local systems, characteristic varieties, higher resonance
In this lecture we explain the connection of resonance varieties with cohomology of local systems. We define the characteristic varieties of a complex hyperplane arrangement, and discuss the tangent cone theorem, Aomoto complex, and propagation of resonance. We close the course with some examples and results concerning resonance varieties in degrees greater than one, including a generalization of neighborly partitions that characterizes a part of the degree p resonance variety of a p-generic arrangement.
Artin groups and hyperplane arrangements

An Artin group is by definition a group with a presentation with relations of the form $sts \cdots = tst \cdots$, where the word in the left hand side and the word in the right hand side have the same length. The standard example of such a group is the braid group. In this mini-course by a hyperplane arrangement we mean a finite family of linear hyperplanes in a finite dimensional real vector space. The theory of Artin groups and that of hyperplane arrangements are in some sense born from the same series of papers essentially due to Brieskorn in the early 1970s, and their stories are closely related. The purpose of this mini-course is to explain why.

The first ingredient is the notion of (real) reflection group. Let $V = \mathbb{R}^n$ be a finite dimensional real vector space and let $W$ be a finite subgroup of $\text{GL}(V)$ generated by reflections. A classical theorem of Coxeter dated from the 1930s says that such a group admits a presentation with relations of the form $sts \cdots = tst \cdots$ as above together with relations of the form $s^2 = 1$. Notice that by removing the relations $s^2 = 1$ we get an Artin group $A = A_W$. The set of reflecting hyperplanes of the reflections lying in $W$ forms a hyperplane arrangement $\mathcal{A} = A_W$ called Coxeter arrangement. Now, define the complement of the complexification of $\mathcal{A}$ to be

$$M(\mathcal{A}) = \mathbb{C}^n \setminus \left( \bigcup_{H \in \mathcal{A}} \mathbb{C} \otimes H \right).$$

A (not trivial) consequence of Coxeter’s work is that the reflection group $W$ acts freely on $M(\mathcal{A})$. We denote by $N(\mathcal{A}) = M(\mathcal{A})/W$ the quotient of $M(\mathcal{A})$ by $W$. By a theorem of Brieskorn the fundamental group of $N(\mathcal{A})$ is the Artin group $A_W$ associated with $W$. In the case where $W$ is the symmetric group with its standard action on $\mathbb{R}^n$ the Artin group $A_W$ is the braid group and the space $N(\mathcal{A})$ is the space of unordered configurations of $n$ points in $\mathbb{C}$.

This is the beginning of the story and the topic of the mini-course.
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**Introduction to Catalan arrangements**

The Catalan arrangement is a collection of certain parallel translated hyperplanes of the braid arrangements. As the name shows, the number of chambers is related to the so-called Catalan number. Catalan arrangements and its root system generalizations have been intensively studied from algebraic and combinatorial viewpoints. We survey some of these studies with focuses on the notion of free arrangements. In particular, we will discuss recent explicit description of the basis of log vector fields of Catalan arrangements in terms of discrete integrations.
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